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[ADDRESSEE] 

[DATE] 

 

Re: Invitation to Disciplinary Hearing 

Dear [Employee's Name], 

I am writing to inform you that you are required to attend a disciplinary hearing in [Place] on [Date] at 

[Time]. The purpose of the hearing is to consider an allegation of [misconduct OR gross misconduct] 

against you.  

The allegation is that [Set Out Specific Details Of Allegation]. 

The basis for this allegation is that [Give Summary Of Information Obtained As A Result Of 

Investigations Into The Allegation].  

I enclose a summary of the findings of the investigation, which sets out further detail of the allegations 

[and copies of relevant witness statements and other documents which may be used at the 

disciplinary hearing]. If you wish to call any relevant witnesses to the hearing please let us have their 

names as soon as possible and no later than [Date]. If there are any further documents you wish to be 

considered at the hearing, please provide copies as soon as possible. If you do not have those 

documents, please provide details so that they can be obtained. 

The hearing will be held in accordance with the Disciplinary Procedure which is attached. If you are 

found guilty of misconduct we may decide to [issue you with a written warning or a final written 

warning OR dismiss you with notice or pay in lieu of notice].  

The hearing will be conducted by [Insert] and the following people will also be present: [Insert]. You 

are entitled to bring a fellow employee [or a trade union representative] to the meeting in accordance 

with our Disciplinary Procedure. If you wish to bring a companion, please let me know their name as 

soon as possible. 

[Your suspension on full pay will continue pending the outcome of the disciplinary hearing.] 

Please confirm that you have received this letter and that you will attend at the time stated above. If, 

for any unavoidable reason, you or your companion cannot attend at that time please contact me as 

soon as possible. If you have any specific needs at the hearing as a result of a disability, or if you 

have any other questions, please also contact me as soon as possible. 

Yours sincerely, 

[Name] 
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On behalf of [Employer] 

Encl. 


